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Home furnishing sales is strongly geared towards the macroeconomic environment

Source: IBISWorld, Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis, US Census Bureau, US Bureau of Labour and Cotton Inc.

Key Macro Drivers (Index = 100 in 2007)
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Employment

The home furnishing market is more strongly geared towards
macroeconomic factors such as employment and disposable
income than the housing market

The ongoing economic recovery points towards sustained
improvement in employment levels as well as disposable income in
the medium term…

…in turn driving demand for home furnishing products. The market
for home textiles is expected to grow at a CAGR of XX% till 2020
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Home linen expenditure has overtaken that of fashion, furniture and cars

Source: US Bureau of Economic Analysis
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Trend in real personal expenditure across major consumer segments (Index = 100 in 2007)

Trend in quantity index of major consumer segments (Index = 100 in 2007)

Trend in quantity index for furnishing goods points to an average 6% year-on-year growth while in case of
household linen the average growth has been 8%.

Real personal expenditure in furnishing segment shows a stable growth pattern. Recovering from the decline in 2009, it registered
an average year-on-year growth of 6%. For household linen, it has been higher at about 8% on average.
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Soft products typically account for approximately 40% of the home textiles market

Personal consumption expenditure on home furnishing ($ billion)

Home furnishing 
products

Furniture, lighting, 
fixtures, etc.

Housewares

Textiles (bed, 
curtain, pillow)

Floor coverings

Bedroom linen constitutes the largest segment within the
home textiles category. Along with slipcover/pillows, top of the
bed products account for about 40% of home textiles segment

Bedroom 
linen
XX%

Kitchen/dining room
XX%

Window 
covering

XX%

Curtains
XX%

Bathroom linen
XX%

Slipcover/pillow
XX%

Sales distribution of home textile products in the US
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The share of home linen in the home 
furnishings segment has remained flat 
in the last five years indicating steady 
demand

Source: US Bureau of Economic Analysis
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Changing consumer demographics shaping up demand for home furnishings

US home furnishing purchasers
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Shrinking household size has resulted in higher household
disposable income, which, in turn catalysed the home
furnishings market

Given that Millenials have not moved out, the number of
new households in the US has dropped sharply from 2.4
million in 2011 to XX million in 2014 – this indicates
considerable pent up demand

Increase in single person households has contributed to
the nesting/cocooning trend

Growing share of Millennials among purchasers has led to
new purchasing trends such as online shopping,
customisation and greater focus on latest fashion trends

Source: Furniture Today, US Census Bureau
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Nesting/cocooning trend favours soft home products

Enablers for 
cocooning/nesting

Work from home 
options

Electronic 
shopping

Cost of traditional 
business

Home 
entertainment

Seamless 
connectivity

Driven by a variety of factors, a renewed focus on cocooning has been underway. This has meant a sharper focus on home
renovation/décor. The soft home products are a direct beneficiary of this demand

Fashion

Luxury

• The target consumer segment is that of Millennials seeking latest fashion trends to furnish homes
• Includes seasonal fashion offerings, alternate material trends, etc.

• As per industry players, the top 20 per cent in income distribution drives the growth in home furnishings
• This finds a further fillip through high-end offerings for cocooning (e.g. plush fabrics, towel warmers, etc.)
• Consumers in this segment turn to specialists instead of generalists for furnishing requirement

Bespoke
• Greater demand for customised solutions in soft home products – in terms of not only designs or colours

but also materials (e.g. in a context of ageing household member, etc.).
• Niche products for this demand segments instead of standardised offerings
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Source: Furniture Today, Home Accents Today, Goldman Sachs infographic on millennials

Millennials’ are emerging as an important consumer segment

Top priority across generational groupings

Generational group Priority in home furnishing purchase

Millennials (generally aged 18-34) Price and durability issues

Generation X (generally aged 35-50) Durability and style issues

Baby Boomers (generally aged 51-69) Style and design

Millennials’ characteristics that impact home furnishing buying

• As a cohort, millennials do not seem to
be in the high-end or luxury segment

• Expectations are, that this cohort will
trade up with shift in income levels

• This is because of the delayed growth in
income in the aftermath of recession

Smaller living spaces such as apartments and vacation home for getaway has 
led to duplication of demand. Weak economic scenario has led to many  
opting for renting and moving in with parents

Late career and income growth – many are yet to settle student debts, 
several others have had delayed employment and thus career growth

Delayed traditional household formation – share of 18-31 year olds married 
and living in their own household dropped from 43% in 1981 to XX% in 2012

Share of affluent millennials in total

Total millennial population=86.2 million

Product 
implication

• Downsizing to smaller homes means customers seeking replacement products for their new living space.
Thus they need products with new elements of décor and new aesthetics

• Emphasis on sleek, compact yet aesthetic products. For top-of-bed products, this means customised
patterns/designs (e.g. pillows which are not bulky), neutral color choices with appropriate accents

• Customisations in product materials too will entail. e.g. in select stores, micro-fiber has been found to
have greater preference than all-cotton or cotton blend for baby boomer cohort
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Growing share of Millennials has provided a fillip to online home furnishing…
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Rising share of Millennials in home furnishing purchases has acted as a growth driver for the online sales channel, which is
expected to grow at a CAGR of 12% and increase its share to XX% by 2020.

Wholesalers are leveraging this trend… …as are startups in the luxury space

• Increasingly adopting B2C platforms with offerings such as
round the clock orders, etc.

• Real time access to inventory for B2B customer base

• Greater coordination with supply chain – manufacturers as
well as logistics

• Greater customisation options by suppliers for potential B2B
customers

Startup Details

Parachute 
Home

• Los Angeles based online bedding startup
• $1M in sales in 2014, recently announced $3.8M in 

new venture funding

Brooklinen • $1+M in sales in 2014; demand was so high that 
inventory was out of stock for 5 months out of first 12

Tuft and 
Needle

• Online mattress; booked $9M in sales

Casper • Online mattress; forecast sales of $75M  in 2015
• Raising $55M funding at a $500M valuation

Source: Furniture Today, eMarketer, Fortune Magazine
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Supply chain trending towards in-sourcing

• Diminishing comparative advantage of traditionally predominant suppliers (i.e. China among others)

• Trade treaties that may skew the balance in trade for select suppliers (e.g. Vietnam and Mexico)

• Faster turnaround for B2B customer requirement hampered by weak infrastructure (e.g. India)

• Issues on suppliers’ transparency in compliance with labor/environmental standards (e.g. Bangladesh)

Supplier 
Dynamics

Relative costs Turnaround time capabilities
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Decadal change in China’s labor cost

• Yarn production costs in China 30% higher than USA

• Between 2004-14, Chinese manufacturing labor cost
(productivity adjusted) rose 187%. For the same period, rise
in US labor cost was about 27-30%

• Besides labor costs, China’s energy costs too rose by 65-
140% during 2004-14. In USA, these costs have declined
(largely driven by natural gas)

Country
World Bank’s  Logistic Index ranking (2014) 

(On a scale of 1=low to 5=high)
Bangladesh 2.56
India 3.08
Vietnam 3.15
United States 3.92
China 3.53

Response time to orders is an issue for home textile
suppliers, especially with fashion as key segment

– local supplier can fulfil in 4 weeks what an Indian supplier
is known to take close to 8-12 weeks

– Online home furnishing retailers appear to be bringing in
the ‘quick response’ manufacturing pattern seen so far in
consumer fashion products (i.e. apparel)

There are infrastructure challenges as well where emerging
countries’ suppliers such as those in India fall behind

– In 2014, Indian textile suppliers were subject to ‘power
holidays’ (i.e. periodic absence of grid-based power supply)

Source: Boston Consulting Group (report quoted in New York Times and Washington Post) and World Development Indicators 
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…with a more “vertical” strategy being favoured to control the supply chain and
protect margins

Manufacturing

Wholesale

Retailing

• Control Customer 
Demand

• Expand Margins
• Diversify Customer 

Base

• Control Supply 
Chain

• Control Supply 
Chain

• Improve Margins

French linen manufacturer Garnier-Thiebault acquired
Hilden America, a leading wholesaler of fine linens to
create one of the largest linen wholesaler in North America

US subsidiary of Chinese foam producer Sinomax signed deal to
acquire stake in Dormeo (US-based supplier of memory foam products)

Home Source’s operations include 125,000 sq ft of
manufacturing space along with 175,000 sq ft for warehousing and
and distribution

Retailer Bed Bath & Beyond acquired value-added distributor
Linen Holdings Co.

Source: Boston Consulting Group (report quoted in New York Times and Washington Post) and World Development Indicators 
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On-shoring or indigenization in sourcing gaining momentum

Eroding price advantages in China, coupled with suspect logistics infrastructure in Tier-II supplier countries (India,
Bangladesh, Pakistan etc.) has left suppliers with no choice other than to explore domestic manufacturing in the US.
Categories such as regional specialty items, higher-end “handmade” products, difficult-to-ship items and
customizable products

Trend 
Drivers

Advantages of domestic manufacturing

Brand Value Speed-to-Market IP Protection

A consumer buying behaviour survey
by Boston Consulting Group indicated
that more than 80% of US consumers
were willing to pay a premium (ranging
from 10% to 60%) across a broad range
of product categories for items
manufactured in the US.

Product lifecycles have shortened
considerably, making it imperative for
suppliers to streamline their supply
chain in order to respond to trends and
remain competitive. The 90+ days
needed to move inventory between
the ports of Shenzen and Long Island
increases business risk.

Strict IP laws in the US provides a safe
haven for vendors developing
innovative and trend setting product
designs. Additionally, wholesalers
remain confident that they are not
unknowingly infringing upon
someone’s rights when purchasing off-
the-shelf.

Companies opting for domestic manufacturing

Designs and manufactures wooden 
décor in North Carolina

Hand-forged lighting and accessories 
made in Vermont

Manufacturing broad lines in the US 
since 1932

Has begun making high end picture 
frames in the US 

Source: TM Capital Report on “Gift and Home Accessory Industry”
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…prompting traditional suppliers to scale up across the textile value chain in the US

• Traditional suppliers increasingly scaling up the value chain of home textiles industry

• Suppliers taking both organic and inorganic route to cater to the US market

• Entry of such players potentially impacts the sourcing strategies for companies focussed in home textile
distribution segment

Entity Investment ($M) Location in US

Keer Group 218 South Carolina

ShriVallabh Pittie 70 Sylvania

JN Fibres 45 South Carolina

Key Trends

Organic route Inorganic route

Manufacturing

Welspun India has announced the launch
of online retail stores in the US and UK.
The company is targeting $50M in sales by
2020 and expects the online channel to
contribute to 5% of its sales in the first
year, increasing to10-12% in 3-5 years

• India-based Himatsingka Seide Limited

• In 2007, the company acquired New
York-based Divatex Home Fashions and
DWI Holdings (a licensee of the Calvin
Klein Home and Barbara Barry brands)

• US subsidiary of Chinese foam producer
Sinomax signed deal to acquire stake in
Dormeo (US-based supplier of memory
foam products)

• Till August 2015 (when acquisition was
announced) Sinomax was producing
Dormeo’s pillow line among other
product offerings

Source: Forbes India, Your Story, Economic Times, Home & Textiles Today 
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Growing preference for synthetic, tech-embedded fibres…

Cotton Blended Man-made
Tech-

embedded

Transition in fibre usage over time
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Anti-microbial finish – textile products treated for resistance
to infection. These are finding relevance in key soft goods
products such as those of top-of-bed

Eco-friendly processes – Suppliers are increasingly coming
around to sourcing products with lower footprint of
solvents/dyes/chemicals as well as optimum water
consumption

Thermal adaptive materials – these materials entail a passive
insulation response for the fabric based on ambient
temperature. It is gradually being considered beyond apparel,
especially for bed and draperies

Fragrance encapsulation – Micro-encapsulation process
incorporates desired fragrance (as well as other medical,
therapeutic properties) to the fabric. This has found early
applications in luxury/high-end market of home textiles’
segment

Fibre usage

• Increasingly cotton is giving way to blended/manmade
fibres for performance in home textile products
 Parameters such as durability, strength, abrasion

resistance are gaining importance
 Industry survey (Cotton Incorporated in 2013) pointed to

majority of consumers seeking durability and longevity
Source: US Department of Agriculture
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…has been tempered by sustainability concerns and preference for organic material

Sustainability concerns regarding synthetic fibres… 

Raw materials 
extraction

Production process

Biodegradability
Reclamation 

infrastructure

• Change in product offerings in light of health concerns flagged
against performance additives added in fabrics

• Biomimicry – application to nature’s design to man-made
products
 textiles with stain-resistant properties similar to lotus leaves
 mimicking antimicrobial properties of crab and lobster shells

• Solution-dyed nylon furnishings – have both sustainability and
performance

• Renewed use of wool for its highly sustainable and performance
attributes

• Organic linen/cotton

• Hemp

• Bamboo

• Wool bedding

• Natural silk

• Natural latex
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…has led to a tradeoff against performance

The trend towards ‘Natural’ material in soft furnishing… …acting as a growth catalyst for organic cotton in the US 

Source: Organic Trade Association report
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Competitive Landscape
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Wholesale RetailManufacturing

Pure-play wholesale

Partially integrated

Fully integrated

Presence in manufacturing, 
wholesale and retail

Presence in manufacturing 
or retail besides wholesale

Presence in only wholesale

Competitive landscape – across value chain
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Competitive landscape – across value chain and ownership
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Competitive landscape – across product portfolio and sourcing strategy
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Level of diversification in product portfolio
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Valuation
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Transaction Comparables – Home Furnishings

Source: Bloomberg, SEC Filings, Company Reports, News Articles

Target 
Company

Deal Date Acquirer Transaction 
Value ($ M)

EV/Revenue 
Multiple

Details

Mar-13
Tempur-Pedic
International Inc.

1,300 1.06x
• Sealy is a manufacturer of mid-priced mattresses
• Transaction value (TV) was inclusive of Sealy's outstanding 

convertible and non-convertible debt

Jun-13 LIXIL Group Corp 542 0.65x
• American Standard manufactures kitchen and bath products
• TV inclusive of net debt. Low valuation attributable to ASD’s 

weak performance as evidenced from continued losses

Mar-15
Fortune Brands 
Home & Security 
Inc.

534 1.60x

• Norcraft specialises in cabinetry for kitchen and bath
• EV of $600M implies 19.4% premium over volume weighted 

average share price of target. Prospects of housing recovery 
may be priced in 

May-13
Fortune Brands 
Home & Security 
Inc.

300 1.30x
• Woodcrafters makes bathroom vanities and vanity sink tops
• Purchase price implies 7.5x EBITDA. Synergies accrued 

expected to reduce purchase multiple to 6.0x in short term

Oct-15 Private Investor 24.1 0.19x

• AFM is a manufacturer of low cost furniture
• Goodwill fully impaired in prior years. Amount was in respect 

of owner’s debt and equity interests and the payment of 
accrued interest and fees

Feb-14 Knoll Inc. 95.0 1.01x

• Holly Hunt is a luxury design brand that provides furnishings, 
lighting, textiles and leathers

• Deal includes contingent future payments dependent on the 
performance of the business over the next three years

Oct-11
Drew Industries 
Inc.

16.0 1.00x
• Signature Seating makes furniture for fresh water boats
• Also involves paying contingent consideration based on future 

sales
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Company 
Name

Background Market Cap 
($M)

Enterprise 
Value ($M)

TTM Revenue 
($M)

TTM EBITDA 
($M)

EV/Revenue EV/EBITDA

Home decor 9,706.4 10,509.9 12,013.5 1,756.8 0.87x 6.84x

(Kirkland) Home decor 409.8 360.7 529.5 47.9 0.68x 11.03x

Imported home 
furnishings

651.2 875.9 1,890.1 160.8 0.46x 11.75x

Mattress 1,506.2 2,210.6 2,286.2 172.0 0.97x 13.29x

Bed and bedding 
accessories

1,094.6 977.4 1,270.7 166.1 0.77x 7.65x

Bedding provider 4,723.7 6,278.8 3,076.8 356.2 2.04x 8.64x

Children’s 
products

84.9 76.6 88.1 10.7 0.87x 6.84x

Mattress and 
upholstery fabrics

387.4 357.4 314.3 31.1 1.14x 10.12x

Median 0.87x 9.38x

Source: Bloomberg

Trading Comparables – Public Peers
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